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Rainbow factory

"On to the Noun factory" said rainbow dash as I claimed in the chariot with button and sunny days.

"Peachy pie are you exited to get to the Noun Preposition or subordinating conjunction for this special field

trip" asked button.

"Yes I have been looking forward to it ever since the beginning of the year" I replied.

Rainbow dash Preposition or subordinating conjunction in and it was not made of cloud so we stepped off the chariot

. I tour Guide who was warring a cape for some reason greeted us and gave us a tour thru the factory.

"This is where we stop there is Coordinating conjunction and Preposition or subordinating conjunction by the door

so help yourself "the tour Guide said slightly suspiciously.

"Ok, after all Verb can go wrong when there is punch and cookies by the door" said button with a smile

as he charged to the cookies. I looked around and there was many Adjective kids their too. Also third

was a large machine and rainbows were at the bottom.

"Oh is this were the Verb - Past Participle are made rainbow dash" asked sunny days

"You bet the rainbows are made from the joy of little fillies" replied rainbow dash Verb - Present Tense like

she was trying not to cry.

"Rainbow dash don't be Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present it is all for the greater good don't forget you used to

work



here" said a random worker.

"Time to go on the ride button" Noun dash directed to button.

"A ride! This trip keeps getting better and better" button ran off and onto the machine he was Verb - 

Present Tense so happy. Adverb I heard some screaming and there was some red goo that came out of

the machine and it dawned on me we are going to be ground into rainbows.

"Sunny days we are to to become rainbows" I told her in Adjective frightened way

"Yea isn't it great it will be so fun, hey it is my turn" exclaimed sunny as I ran off. Only to Verb

stopped by two workers.

"It is Noun turn to go on the rainbow ride" said the one Determiner the left as he forced me

towed my death.

"But I have to use the restroom" I Pronoun them

"To bad it is your Verb - Past Tense " he shoved me Noun the convertor belt and I yelled you will

all be ground in to rainbows.

As my last breaths were taken.....
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